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Transports of delight
Koehler about their design
Steve Welch talks to JPA’s Elliott
amongst others
process and work in the aviation sector

J

PA are an experience-driven hospitality
and transportation design agency with
studios in London, Singapore, and Dubai,
based
Elliott Koehler the Creative Director is
in the London studio.

your
Steve Welch: Could tell me a bit about
background ?
the east
Elliott Koehler: I am American, from
College
coast and attended the design school:
I was
for Creative Studies in Detroit. Ever since
was sure
little I was always creatively driven and
be an
for most of my childhood that I would
my first
automotive designer. That changed after

see my
product design class where I could only
future being involved in creating experiences
delight to
both large and small that would bring
as our
people’s lives and help to solve problems
world around us continues to rapidly evolve.
US at
the
in
role
design
Industrial
My previous
had
top fortune 500 Company, General Electric,
me travelling the world and after experiencing
to
had
I
knew
I
landscapes,
and
other cultures
and I
immerse myself in new places. My partner
journey of
moved to London in 2015 to start this
London
on
deciding
after
long
Not
exploration.
unique
as our next step, I quickly learned of the
London
aviation design industry that has made
After
world-renowned for this area of expertise.
Yorker on
reading an in-depth feature in the New
challenges
JPA designing for aviation and the many
the
as
well
as
space,
this
in
and opportunities
incredible opportunity to craft an unforgettable
inspired to
travel experience for passengers, I was
get in touch and joined the studio.
SW: And a little on your sector experience?
I moved
EK: Following my initial time with JPA,
on to an exciting role to support the development
in
of one of the most successful design studios
London directed by the globally accomplished
my
designer Benjamin Hubert. Throughout
a breadth
10 years of experience I have designed

and
of consumer goods, wearable’s, furniture
environment experiences for both established
global brands and start-ups. Shortly before
JPA as
the start of 2020, I decided to return to
direction
creative director to forge a new path and
With our
for this established and successful studio.
best
team, I am focused on delivering the very
for global
experiences within our aviation projects
product
airlines as well expand our expertise of
of travel
and interior design into every touch point
and lifestyle.
SW: What are some of your recent projects?
EK: Perhaps surprising to some, the aviation
point.
industry in general is at a significant turning
we are
This is specifically shown in the projects
the way
leading at JPA, where we are changing
we transcend continents, shrink the distance
future of
between us as a society and build the
and
materials
sustainable
with
filled
planet
our
of this are
authentic experiences. Two examples
Boom Supersonic and the British government
initiative, AirTek.
we
Boom Supersonic is about to change how
of our
view not just air travel but the very size
zones has
planet. A business webex across time
continued to be improved by digital technology,
The
but this will always remain a 2d experience.
and
crave
humans
as
we
link
physical
visceral

would
require for true collaborative connections
half that
be opened up by travel distances cut in
world.
will truly break down the barriers of our
icon of the
Supersonic flight is not only a tangible
we view
inevitable future, but a disruption to how
have
travel, much like how our personal devices
interact
completely changed how we as a society
this aircraft
and communicate. The experience of
time, it will
will not only change our perception of
seen
be an on-board experience unlike anything
our
on
be
before. A teaser video of this will soon
as the
social platforms with much more to come
project develops.
the
We are also going to change and solve
a
environmental impacts of air travel through
tour
joint venture with the British innovative
part
de force Williams Advanced Engineering,
with
of the Williams F1 Group. In partnership
SWS - we
aviation industry certification company
build a
are combining our individual skill sets to
more
seating platform which is lighter, stronger,
has
economically efficient than anything that
ever flown before. Leading edge innovation
design
of materials, construction, and special
thinking is going to show the global audience
of air travel how collaboration and innovation
and
can create better passenger experiences
for our
benefit the environment of our planet
level of
future generations. An unprecedented
just CO2
weight and cost reduction will save not
impact
emissions, but also reduce the commercial
new
to every passenger and airline, opening
gateways into the world of tomorrow.
are also
Added to JPA’s airline experience, we
such as
involved in other areas of transportation,
experience
designing and enhancing the customer
on-board trains. In fact JPA’s very first project

having a clear vision that everyone is committed
to is paramount to success. Design is much
rather
more than a single moment in a project,
a tool that
it is about a level of thinking; design is
and
can solve problems, bring delight to people,
create holistic experiences that have connections
all about
with individuals because good design is
its user, not the product.

and
back in the early ‘80’s was the refurbishment
Venice
redesign for the interiors of the original
company
Simplon Orient Express. Since then the

has been involved in designing for several
as well as
locomotive projects across the globe,
resorts in
hospitality interiors for luxury hotels and
Middle
South East Asia, India, Indonesia and the
Starwood
East for brands such as the Taj Group,
Hotels and IHG Group. We are also currently
of
delving into how the autonomous vehicles
intuitive
the future can provide a different and
experience for its passengers.

bookreviews

bookreviews

SW: What are your thoughts on innovation?
goal of
EK: Innovation should never be for the
should
just creating a new product; innovation
be focused on solving a need in the most
that
intelligent way possible. A design philosophy
materials
is core to every design project is the
the
and construction of this product. To solve
and
issues of our planet, the environment
made is
user pain-points, the way a product is
be from
fundamental to how successful it will

have to
SW: What are the design challenges you
deal with ?
challenge
EK: A non-specific but constant design
of our
is engagement with all the stakeholders
programs
large projects. The scale of aviation type
bring a unique set of challenges and constraints,
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introduction
Postmodern Architectu

Introduction to Modern
Design

Good Services

Design: The Key Concepts

| Lou Downe
| BIS Publishers
| 192 pages
| €17.99
| ISBN 978 90

| D.J. Huppatz
| Bloomsbury
Visual Arts
| 192 pages
| £21.58
| ISBN 9781350068162

6369 543 9

Good Services lays out the
essential principles for
building
services that work well for
users. Demystifying what
we mean by a ‘good’ and
‘bad’ service and describing
the
common elements within
all services that mean that
it
either works for users or
doesn’t.
A practical book for practitioners
and non-practitioners
interested in better service
delivery, a book to guide
their
decision-making without
the need to first learn how
to
design a service themselves.

Consultancy

Full Product
Clockwise from opposite left | Cirrus
20 newdesign
| Williams Advanced Engineering
| Concept Hotel Pod SCHEME

re: Less is a Bore

7148 7812 6

8

Design is everywhere. It
shapes not only our present
but also
our future. An essential
introductory guide, Design:
The Key
Concepts covers fundamental
design concepts: thinking,
service, context, interaction,
experience, and systems.
Each concept is situated
within a
enabling the reader to understand broad context,
design’s contemporary
practice and its relationship
to issues such as new
technology, social and economic
development,
globalization, and sustainability.
Concepts are also
explained by use of concise,
illustrated case studies
of
contemporary objects,
spaces, systems, and methods
such as Uber, the iPhone,
Kickstarter and IKEA. Chapter
summaries and supporting
discussion questions make
this
an engaging and accessible
introduction for students
and
those new to the field. An
annotated bibliography
provides
direction for further reading.

Consultancy

| Owen Hopkins
| Phaidon
| 224 pages
| £29.95
| ISBN: 978 0

| George H. Marcus
| Bloomsbury
Visual Arts
| 280 pages
| $54.95
| ISBN 978147427665

Postmodern Architecture:
Less is a Bore. One of the
20th
century’s most controversial
styles, Postmodernism
began in the 1970s, reached
a fever pitch of eclectic
nonconformity in the 1980s
and 90s, and after nearly
40 years,
like brutalism, it is now
enjoying a newfound popularity,
causing a sensation on
social media. Vividly designed,
Less is a Bore showcases
examples of the movement
in a
rainbow of hues and forms
from around the globe.

With some 280 colour illustrations,
Introduction to Modern
Design takes us on a visual
survey of design from the
Industrial Revolution of the
eighteenth century to the
Maker
Movement of today. It offers
a new understanding of the
birth of modern design in
the early twentieth century
and
chronicles the way its meaning
has changed over the decades.
The narrative is supported
by twenty-six readings from
significant texts by designers
and critics, offering readers
an
opportunity to learn about
design from those who created
it
and those who commented
on it as it was done.
The focus of this book is
on the objects themselves-from
industrial design, furniture,
ceramics, textiles, graphics,
electronics, to automobiles-and
explores the development
of these designs in relation
to industrialization, technology,
environmental responsibility,
consumerism, individual
needs, and the expression
of the social values of their
day.
Clearly written and accessible,
Introduction to Modern
Design provides a succinct
history of, and fascinating
insights
into, the world of design.

Gaudí. The Complete

| Rainer Zerbst
| Taschen
| 368 pages
| £40.00

Works

David Hockney. My Window

| Taschen
| 248 pages
| £1,750.00

Antoni Gaudí merged Orientalism,
natural forms, and new
materials into a unique Modernista
aesthetic that put
Barcelona on the global
architecture map. With brand-new
photography, plans and
drawings by Gaudí himself,
as well
as an extensive appendix
of all his works including
furniture
and unfinished projects,
this XL book takes us through
the
Catalonian’s fantastical
universe like never before.

In this artist’s book of 120
iPhone and iPad drawings,
David
Hockney follows the course
of the seasons through
the
window of his Yorkshire
home. Each image depicts
a fleeting
moment – from the colorful
sunrise and lilac morning
sky
to night time impressions,
snow-covered branches
and
the arrival of spring. Printed
in large format, this is a
highly
perceptive and poetic body
of work.
Collector’s Edition (No. 1,001–2,000),
each signed by
David Hockney.
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1
is the
a design and experience standpoint. It
responsibility of us as designers to produce
around
products that are conscious of the world
them from production to end of life.
SW: Looking ahead what are your goals?
Everything
EK: 2020 is poised to be a good year.
continue
about who we are and what we do will
this year
to grow and expand. Our strategy for
design
is to further unite our teams of industrial
in London,
and interior design across our studios
the way
evolving
are
Singapore and Dubai. We
to
we work to have less emphasis on specialities
up even
increase the unity of our team and open
tangible
the
have
will
more opportunities. This
style and
outcome of a more fundamental visual
as JPA’s. An
design DNA that will be recognisable
important
is
sensitivity
ownable approach and

more
for every successful brand and it is even
ours to have
impactful for a design consultancy like
direction
a strong point of view. With this strategic
to design
we will be able to showcase our ability
all lifestyle
every touch-point of not only travel but
journeys in the years to come.

3

4 5 6

Light works

1 | Nicola Schellander 2 | Liquified Pendant
3 | Mercurial Pendant 4 | Molten Pendant

A lighting designer and
manufacturer blending techniques
from two traditional crafts

SW: Is Collaboration important?
project,
EK: Collaboration is key to any successful
world we
from teams of two to a hundred. The
and barriers
live in is continually shrinking, borders
are coming down and the world is increasingly
find
becoming visual and design centric. To
holistic
create
to
and
new sources of inspiration
possible,
designs that are sensitive to as many as
input
a collaborative spirit and a thrust for creative
is key. |
from as many new and different sources

5 | Molten Pendant 6| Netting Cluster Pendant

Nicola Schellander

Combining innovation and passion to keep glass industry alive

Name

Background

C

elebrating more than twenty years of publication, New Design has a proud history
of serving and championing the design industry.
Published bi-monthly (six issues per year) New Design is the magazine that
covers the products and processes of design in all its forms.
Combining an experienced editorial team, innovative graphic design and contributions
from major industry figures, New Design has established itself as a must-read for anybody
connected with the design world.
Building on its core focus on product and industrial design, the magazine reflects the
increasing multi-disciplinarity of design with coverage of the design process, innovation
strategy, technology and techniques amongst a number of other themes.
The magazine prides itself on providing relevant news, analysis and inspiration for the
creative industries.
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how cut crystal can be utilised in a much fresher and innovative way to create
contemporary designs.”
Always keen to expand her horizons, Nicola has, wherever possible,
worked with manufacturers from Europe and the Far East – a strategy which
she says reaps endless benefits in helping her to continue learning.
Nicola’s love for manufacture and design stemmed from her early
childhood. She says it is a trait she inherited from her father who had a passion

Luxury lighting and glassware designer and manufacturer Nicola Schellander
prides herself on her innovative style and her passion for keeping the
traditional skills of the UK’s glass industries alive.
With a natural gift for art, science and engineering, as well as extensive
knowledge and skill in both crystal design and glass blowing, the multi-award
winner proudly uses her rounded experience to create a unique offering in
the market.
In fact, her offering is so niche that Nicola believes she may be one of the
only lighting designers and manufactures to blend techniques from the two
traditional crafts, resulting in simple, elegant designs that are highly sought after
among interior designers, retailers and private clients alike.
“Crystal is an old industry which has failed to keep up with the times and has
been struggling particularly in the past 10 years,” Nicola says. “But my roots are
in crystal having spent my early career in crystal factories where I worked as a
designer – experience which has greatly influenced my continuing career journey.
“Whereas most traditional glass blowers would most probably stay in
their industry, producing paperweights and rounded objects, my combined
experience with glass and crystal gave me a whole playground of techniques
combining glass blowing with crystal cutting and meticulous sculptural carving –
and aiming to keep the very traditional skills of the centuries-old crystal industry
alive – is at the core of everything I do.
“People associate cut crystal with antique shops and granny’s sideboard.
It is however a perception which does crystal a huge injustice. Years of skill,
training and craftsmanship go into creating glass – qualities and techniques
we are losing in the UK so I continually try to push the boundaries to show

brand

brand

and a talent for woodwork.
She said: “From early on I had experimented with many different materials
but never glass. Then I visited an exhibition in London and was absolutely
blown away by the endless possibilities glass offered. I hadn’t realised how
versatile it was. It’s an incredible material that you can do anything to – you can
cast it, molten melt it, saw it, drill it, cut into it, colour it, make it transparent,
make it cloudy, the possibilities are limitless.
“The best thing about it is how challenging it is – both technically and
mentally. It is a material that does not like being forced. You need air and
movement, to breathe life and fluidity into it.”
As well as manufacturing her own designs Nicola works with other
designers to help bring their ideas to fruition – another offering that
gives interior designers choice and flexibility in buying modular pieces or
commissioning ideas.
Nicola said: “Sometimes designers can come up with an amazing idea, but
their manufacturer might struggle to find a way to create them. It is my job to
help them find a solution and to give them some direction on how to achieve
the end result.”

The past 20 years have proven highly rewarding for Nicola whose
accomplishments and client portfolio are nothing less than impressive.
After graduating with a BA (Hons) in Three-Dimensional Design from the
University of Wolverhampton she was awarded a scholarship for a Masters in
Art and Design, for which she was awarded a distinction.
She went on to work as Head of Design at Edinburgh Crystal and Design
Consultant-turned-Senior Designer at Dartington Crystal before launching her
own design business in 2007.
Her technique is unique, working across a number of glassmaking disciplines
including glass blowing, casting, pressing, moulding and cutting. Her career
over the years has seen her design a range of products such as giftware,
stemware, tableware, bowls and even awards, while her extensive client
portfolio includes world-renowned brands such as Tiffany & Co and Harrods,
and top UK retailers such as Laura Ashley, John Lewis and House of Fraser.
Always ready to embrace new challenges and keen to pass on the benefit
of her own experience, Nicola was offered a role as an enterprise trainer
for Nesta (National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts).
Her business had previously won an award with the organisation and she
was invited to pitch for investment in a Dragons Den style entrepreneur
competition. After winning the competition, one of the Nesta Judges offered
to be her mentor for a year.
While building her own experience Nicola discovered a passion for
developing a business, identifying problems and devising solutions. With
this new-found talent she too decided to move into training to help other
young designers.

Having achieved so much in her career it seems like there is little else Nicola
can do. But when asked about her plans for the future she is brimming with
ideas. She recently expanded her business, opening her own new studio
near to her north Devon home. And identifying a true need for residential
and interior, kitchen and bathroom lighting designs, she is keen to build her
experience in this area.
“There are not many bathroom lighting manufacturer designers in the UK.
There are one or two dotted around, but it seems the UK relies on mass
produced cheap imports.
“On trend at the moment are hanging kitchen pendant lights. Bathroom
lights too are increasing in popularity particularly suspended lights coming
down over the bath, sculptures and wall lights which is really exciting. There’s
huge scope for development and I’m looking forward to further developing
my presence in this expanding sector.”
Nicola’s talents don’t just stop at lighting but extend to anything from
matching door handles, bowls or glass sculptures which are particularly popular
in hotels and another feature that sets her apart from the competition.
“It’s not quite a case of anything goes but I’m certainly finding more
and more of my clients are looking for bespoke goods designed to their
specific requirements.
“Customers today don’t want something off the shelf. They want a
unique design in which they can have a real input, choose their own
colours, the details of high-quality fittings and flexes, and put their own
stamp on the end product.” |
www.nicolaschellander.com
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Squaring
the circle

2

3456 7

1 | Dashlane lock-up logo
2 | Dashlane logo
3-7 | Screenshots

Dashlane’s visual identity:
Reflecting user experience
in motion

Dashlane

Client

Pentagram

Consultancy

and
Series D funding, and with digital privacy
Off the back of a successful round of
its
a daily basis, Dashlane set out to refresh
identity management in headlines on
look.
branding, updating a nearly decade-old

Brief

launched a new visual identity.
Early this year, password manager Dashlane
largest independent design
Created in partnership with the world’s
identity is part of a complete
consultancy, Pentagram, the new visual
product design, to merchandise, and
overhaul of the company’s look: from
corporate branding.
the surprisingly mechanical
Dashlane’s CMO, Joy Howard, shares
gives some insight into the journey
inspiration behind the new look, and

of the logo shape is revealed.
the image is animated, the dimensionality
med first as an
The logo is formed by these “AroundRects”—na
team in reference to these rounded
inside joke from Dashlane’s design
or “squircles”—which represent
rectangles, also known as “round rects”
pop-ups) which the Dashlane
the online barriers (forms, passwords,
app empowers users to speed past.
management
identity
and
password
the new signature “Dashlane D”
Collectively, these AroundRects create
into software, advertising,
as well as other design elements incorporated

which led to a striking rebrand.
and collateral.
Series D funding, and with digital
it was important to Dashlane
Off the back of a successful round of
Despite the striking change in design,
set
headlines on a daily basis, Dashlane
by a prominent shield, was not
privacy and identity management in
that its original logo, which was outlined
a nearly decade-old look.
subtle than before, the shield shape
out to refresh its branding, updating
forgotten in the redesign. While more
the fundamentals of the product
The brief was simple: without changing
a unified
needed
Dashlane
love,
and
know
partner
that over three million users
Dashlane worked closely with Pentagram
reflected its design philosophy
design system for its site and app, which
Opara,
it simple and keep it moving. A clean and award-winning designer Eddie
with regard for user experience: keep
identity that
is the grace note of the system, which
together developing a new visual
and unadorned logo and wordmark
the user experience of the internet.”
and ambitions
represents Dashlane’s mission to “fix
encompasses its founding ideals
block of the dynamic system.
A single shape forms the basic building
image,
the future
for
two-dimensional
simple
a
be
to
appears
logo
At first glance, the
and webpages. However, once
reflecting the shape of smartphone screens
102 newdesign issue145

briefcase

The logo’s “D” shape is designed to
lives on in Pentagram’s new creation.
design, preserving the importance
maintain a likeness to the original shield
business and internet user –
of “defence” and “security” for the modern

and service.
the core of Dashlane as both product
from the rotating ‘pixels’
The designers of the system drew inspiration
an artistic commentary on
of Daniel Rozin’s 1999 “Wooden Mirror”,
When looking for inspiration for the
digital identity in an analogue world.
because it was designed to be a
new branding, Rozin’s piece stood out
and identity. For a company
reflection on digitally mediated self-perception
identities of internet users all over
online
the
safeguard
to
is
aim
whose
the occlusion and transformation of
the world, the artwork speaks to both
movement, surprise, and joy.
identity through technology but also
Pentagram in late 2019. The
Dashlane began its relationship with

inspiration from
The designers of the system drew
1999 “Wooden
the rotating ‘pixels’ of Daniel Rozin’s
digital identity in
Mirror”, an artistic commentary on
an analogue world

design studio, Pentagram takes
world’s largest independently owned
are all practicing designers who
pride in the fact that its 25 partners
and this was clear in their work
work collaboratively with one another,
with Pentagram partner and
from day one. Dashlane worked closely
together developing a new visual
award-winning designer Eddie Opara,
ideals and ambitions for the future.
identity that encompasses its founding
collaborator throughout the entire
Pentagram was a keen and dynamic
everything Dashlane set out to
design process and has truly encapsulated
achieve with its rebranding.
has presented itself in the
Brand makeover complete, Dashlane
new look and honed messaging that
password management space with a
practical daily concerns. The
is designed to speak directly to its customers’
with the evolving technology
animated and modern branding is aligned
flexibility to show users how
powering Dashlane and has much more
Originally designed to help
Dashlane helps them through movement.
from cybersecurity threats while
internet users to protect themselves
LittleSolves brand
the brand’s refresh- sets
experience,
management
streamlining their identity
Quiet Glass
Dashlane has in store for 2020. |
the stage for the many exciting initiatives
www.dashlane.com

Product
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‘Objects solve problems
’:
Anthony Dickens
discusses his approach
to the design of the
LittleSolves product
Quiet Glass

Anthony Dickens

Designer

1 | Anthony Dickens. Image

2
3 4 5

copyright Caroline Irby

2 | Quiet Glasses
3 | Quiet Glass colours

4 | Quiet Glass – Fluro pink
5 | Quiet Glass – Dusty pink

To create a quiet glass –

a glass for a bedside table

Contact details:

and everyday use

Brief

LittleSolves is a new brand
developed by Studio Make
Believe, a product
development consultancy
led by award-winning designer
Anthony Dickens.
Anthony and his team have
been solving consumer problems
for household
brands for over twenty years.
LittleSolves is the first time
Studio Make
Believe has launched its’
own products. The first LittleSolve
is Quiet Glass - a
glass for modern living. This
product is a physical representation
of the values
and ethos of the new LittleSolves
brand.
The Quiet Glass is a tough
but friendly tumbler, designed
to be quiet
in a multitude of everyday
situations. As a brand, LittleSolves
will
strive to
solve life’s daily niggles, thereby
creating happier moments
that make for a
happier world.

Anthony Dickens gives an
insight to the background
to Quiet Glass “As
a parent with young children,
we were living in a constant
sleep-deprived
state. In the middle of the
night, I took a sip of water
and clumsily smashed
my glass down, waking up
my partner—she was irritated,
needless to say.
This incident led me on a
mental journey as I tried
to get back to sleep.
How could I create a quiet
glass? There are myriad glasses
for multiple
purposes, but had anyone
designed a glass for a bedside
table,
or simply to
be quiet? How many people
take water to bed? What
materials could I use?
Could it glow?

I started asking friends and
family, and found that almost
everyone took
water to bed.
Therefore, we decided to
explore the concept and
start making some
proof of concept tests.

After roughly twenty silicone
castings, we found a form
that worked well:
it dampened the noise, increased
the grip, so the glass wouldn’t
slide off
the table, and was lovely
to hold. We sourced a glass
that we drop-tested
to destruction, to ensure
that the product was as
tough and long-lasting
as possible—it survived a
1.5m drop on to solid concrete.
We took the
design to Kickstarter and
it was successfully funded
on the second day, a
fantastic outcome. We then
put the design into production
as the inaugural
LittleSolves product.

LittleSolves is the Quiet
Glass, a tough but friendly
tumbler, designed to be
quiet in a multitude of
everyday situations
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It’s been fascinating to see
the response people have
to the glass and to
get their feedback.

We’ve found that people
are using it for more than
just a bedside glass.
Kids love it (we’re developing
a specific range for them),
and it’s reassuring
for parents who worry about
giving their young children
a glass. Adults are
using it for alcoholic drinks,
as the silicone keeps your
hand away from the
cold glass. The glass is being
used during Zoom video
conferencing, where
people are conscious of
keeping noise levels down.
One
person is even
using it in a big music studio,
where just the slightest noise
can ruin a take.”
Available in a choice of eight
colours, Quiet Glass will
happily suit any
mood or interior, and remind
people which glass is theirs.
Quiet Glass is a
glass that makes things that
little bit easier, giving a boost
to a person’s health

Research shows that the
little things in life really
do add up, resulting in
a positive or negative
outcome—the differenc
e between having a good
or
bad day

E: steve@newdesignmagazine.co.uk

and well-being

Research shows that the
little things in life really do
add up, resulting in
a positive or negative outcome—th
e difference between having
a good or
bad day. For LittleSolves,
this means making products
that actively contribute
to a chain of positive micro-experie
nces. It’s about solving those
‘stubbed
toe moments’, with products
that help people to have
a better, happier day,
and ultimately, make for a
happier world.
Anthony Dickens and his
team feel there is a gap in
people’s lives, one
that needs little moments
of enhancement. Dickens
draws inspiration from
people, problems and stories,
and is always keen to find
solutions that
will help make things that
little bit better. His philosophy
is quite simple:
objects solve problems. As
a new venture, LittleSolves
hopes to foster an
independent relationship
with its customers; thus, it
will operate as a directto-consumer brand. With
the ability to operate globally
and the freedom
to create better products,
LittleSolves will connect
with today’s enlightened,
web-savvy user.

M: 07799 893073

At LittleSolves, it is all about
offering experiences that
build a happier day,
and contribute to making
a happier world: one LittleSolve
at a time. |
www.littlesolves.com
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T

he 2021 editorial programme prioritizes
the companies, people and issues that
matter in the design profession.
Each issue will contain key features
(consultancy, interview, design management,
education, and review) alongside a number of
one-off features from across design sectors.
Furthermore, New Design will continue to
include our well-established regular slots: In
Perspective, Books, Close Up, Profile, Brand,
Briefcase, and Difference Engine.

2021

media pack

editorial programme

editorial programme

Key Features:
Consultancy
Consultancies are the bedrock of the product
design industry; these businesses use their
skills and expertise in design to help their
client companies to be more successful.
New Design’s flagship consultancy feature
profiles a particular consultancy exploring the
business’ approach to design, its recent work, and
plans for development. The feature will typically
involve interviews with the consultancy’s design
team alongside case study material.
Interview
An in-depth, wide ranging interview with a
major figure from the design world. Subjects will
discuss their background in design, inspirations,
current work, thoughts on the state of the
design industry, key trends and challenges, and
any other business.
Design management and business
An expert contribution on an aspect of design
management or a discussion of an important
issue relevant to the business of design,
Recent features have considered leadership,
free pitching, and intellectual property.

www. n ew des i g n m ag az i n e. c o. uk

Education
Design education is fundamental to the future
of the industry and is always the subject of
lively debate.
New Design invites contributions from
universities and higher education institutions
on their design provision in addition to opinion
pieces on the topic.
Review
(shows, events and exhibitions)
There is a lively calendar of design shows
and exhibitions both in the UK and further
afield. Each issue of New Design will contain an
in-depth response to a particular event.
Case study
An in-depth examination of the design story
behind a particular product. From research, to
first concepts, through sketching, CAD work,
prototyping, testing, to manufacture, and use,
this feature seeks to understand how design
and designers shape a product at each and
every stage of its development.

Additional features
Further to our key features, New Design also
invites editorial contributions and feature
suggestions on the following topics:
Packaging
FMCG
Lighting
Healthcare
Prototyping and product development
Transport
Graphics
Urban design
Sustainability
Materials
Service design
Interaction design
Signage
Workplace
Trends
Digital
Consumer
Product lifecycle
These features will be commissioned on an
issue-by-issue basis in order to best reflect the
interests of the industry.
To express an interest in being featured or to
pitch an article, please get in touch with
New Design managing editor Steve Welch
(07799 893073,
steve@newdesignmagazine.co.uk)

Regulars

Special features for 2021

New Design includes a number of regular
features and slots:
In Perspective: An opinion leader in which an
individual discusses a design issue about which
they feel strongly.

Issue 150 Wearable Technology

Books: Reviews of the latest design
publications

Issue 153 3D Printing

Issue 151 Transport
Issue 152 Graduate Showcase

Issue 154 Healthcare
Close up: Image led focus on a particular
design theme.
Profile: Profile of a designer’s career and work
Brand: Examination of the development and
deployment of a particular brand.
Briefcase: Follows a design project from brief
through to manufacture.
Difference engine: [inside back cover] A
quirky, image led piece looking at various
designs for particular objects.
To express an interest in contributing to
one of our regular features please contact
Steve Welch (steve@newdesignmagazine.co.uk)

contact: steve@newdesignmagazine.co.uk
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pack

A D V E R T I S I NG R A T E S

MECHANICAL DATA

Display rates
SIZE
DPS
Full page
Half page
Quarter page

1 insertion
£3675
£1950
£995
£595

3 insertions
£3456
£1815
£940
£570

6 insertions
£3300
£1735
£895
£540

117 mm (h) x 195 mm (w)

Design directory
Design directory - online showcase £995 for 12 months
Recruitment rates
Full page
Half page
Quarter page
Scc

Half page

Full page
Bleed size (3mm bleed) = 281mm (h) x 231mm (w)
Trim size = 275 mm (h) x 225 mm (w)

£2100
£1100
£675
£25

Type area size = 245 mm (h) x 195 mm (w)

Online

Quarter
page
117 mm (h) x 92 mm (w)

Website, E-newsletter and E-shots rates available on request - Contact Steve Welch on +44 (0) 7799 893073 / steve@newdesignmagazine.co.uk
All above rates exclusive of VAT

All artwork should be saved as a high resolution, print ready pdf with all fonts and images embedded. Please send to steve@newdesignmagazine.co.uk
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CIRCULATION: READERSHIP

c o n ta c t

25%

Design Consultants
Design In-house

10%15%

Business Strategy
Consumer & industrial product developers & manufacturers

5%

Education

45%

New Design
Media Culture
Pure Offices
Plato Close
Leamington Spa
Warwickshire
CV34 6WE
United Kingdom

Steve Welch - Managing Editor
steve@newdesignmagazine.co.uk

Editorial
T + 44 (0)1926 671 338

Grant Lucas - Design
grant@lucas-studio.co.uk

Production
T + 44 (0)1926 671 338
Subscriptions & circulation
T + 44 (0)1926 671 338

C I R C U L A T I O N : R E S P O N S I B I LT Y
CEO/Managing Director
Partner/Owner
Corporate Management
Design Directors

Heads of Design
Design Managers
Product Management
Designers

Prototyping & Development
Research & Testing
Education
Design Buyers/speciﬁers

Independent Consultants
Industrial Designers
Product Designers
Project Management

CIRCULATION: SECTOR
consumer products
transport
industrial products

medical & healthcare
brand
packaging

retail
environment
education

workplace & interiors
digital design
prototyping

CIRCULATION: GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN

65%

UK

15%
10%
10%

Europe
North America
Rest Of World
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contact: steve@newdesignmagazine.co.uk

Steve Welch
Managing editor

